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Abstract

The growing popularity of portable and mobile computing and communication devices
along with the introduction of wireline broadband networks is fueling demand for wireless
broadband networks� Since ATM has been accepted as the standard for broadband inte�
grated service networks we consider the problem of providing �ATM�like services� to mobile
devices� In this paper� we discuss the fundamental issues that have to be tackled in order to
provide broadband services that are currently available �or will very shortly be� to wireline
hosts� We compare and contrast the architectures that have been proposed for extending
the broadband wireline network infrastructure to the wireless environment� We argue that
transporting small ATM cells over the air leads to ine�cient utilization of the already scarce
transmission capacity� Subsequently� we propose an architecture for integrated wireless and
wireline broadband networks� The proposed architecture allows us to design the wireline
and the wireless parts of the network independently� therefore allowing each to be optimized
for the environment they operate in� Yet� the proposed architecture also permits a simple
and e�cient interconnection between the wireline and wireless infrastructures�
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� Introduction

In recent years there has been an increasing trend towards personal computers and worksta�

tions becoming �portable� and �mobile�� This ever growing group of mobile users has been

demanding access to network services similar to their �tethered� counterparts� The desire to

provide universal connectivity for these portable and mobile computers and communication

devices is fueling a growing interest in wireless packet networks� At the same time� wireline

communication networks have been undergoing a revolutionary change themselves with the

introduction of Asynchronous Transfer Mode �ATM� based Broadband Integrated Services

Digital Network �B�ISDN�� Given these rapid advancements� tomorrow�s communication

networks are expected to employ wireless media in the local area and utilize wireline physi�

cal media in the metropolitan and wide area environments� Wireless systems and networks

will provide communication capability not only between mobile terminals but also permit

mobile devices to have access to �wireline� networks� This will allow mobile computing and

communication access to network resources that will enable them to run applications �browse

the World Wide WEB �WWW� on the Internet� send and receive email� and broadband and

multimedia applications� just like their wireline desktop counterparts�

To achieve the above goals� it is necessary to construct a wireless networking infrastruc�

ture that can support Quality of Service �QoS� guarantees essential to providing broadband

services� Since ATM is the standard for wireline broadband networks� it is often assumed

that broadband services are best provided to wireless users by extending ATM to wireless

users� The above thought is re	ected in most existing proposals for providing broadband

services to mobile users that transport ATM cells over the �air�� The approach realizes a

seamless ATM�based communication system that provides end�to�end QoS guarantees and

de
nitely achieves the objective of operating an ATM network over a wireless channel� How�

ever� we believe that the objective should be to provide ATM�like services to mobile hosts

and an architecture that is best suited for the wireless environments should be employed for

this purpose� Transporting ATM cells over wireless channels should de
nitely be considered

as a possible approach but this approach should not preclude us from considering others that

are potentially better suited to the wireless environment�

ATM based B�ISDN networks are best described as a public switched network infras�

tructure capable of supporting both narrowband and broadband services on a single 	exible

network platform and providing customer access over a single interface� The basic units

of data transfer in ATM networks are ���byte packets that are referred to as cells� ATM

networks are designed to meet user speci
ed QoS guarantees that are typically de
ned in

terms of bounds on delay distributions and loss probabilities given the characteristics of the





tra�c generated by a source� ATM is made for high speed and very reliable communication

channels� For satisfactory working of ATM protocols� it is typically required that the bit

error rates be below ����

Wireless channels are nothing like the communication channels assumed by ATM� Com�

pared to wireline channels� wireless channels are typically low bandwidth� unreliable� and

non�stationary �i�e�� their characteristics change with time�� For instance� the bandwidth

available in the ISM band for radio waves �or infrared optical channels� is typically less than

a few tens of Mbps whereas the bandwidth of over �� Mbps can be obtained in a routine

manner over wireline channels� Additionally� while the bit error rate of 
ber optic cables

is typically less than ���� the bit error rate for wireless channels� even under optimistic

conditions� is seldom better than ��� and is frequently worse than ����

Since the characteristics of the wireless communication channels are signi
cantly di�er�

ent from those of wireline channels and no procedures currently exist in ATM to support

user mobility� solutions that are designed for wireline networks cannot be expected to be

appropriate for wireless environments� A crucial part of our study is to demonstrate that

ATM over wireless channels is a very poor choice indeed for providing broadband services to

mobile users� We argue that transporting �small� ATM cells over wireless networks leads to

ine�cient utilization of the wireless channel capacity� On the other hand� even though we

suggest that ATM should not be used over wireless channels� a key objective is to develop an

architecture that is as close as possible to that of ATM networks to facilitate interconnection

between wireless and wireline networking infrastructures� Therefore� we propose that the

wireless part of the network should be isolated from the wireline ATM network� This enables

the construction of the wireless and wireline network infrastructures that are best suited for

the environment they operate in�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we discuss the organization of integrated

wireless and wireline networks and summarize the salient features of systems designed for

providing broadband services to mobile hosts� In Section � we give brief introductions to some

existing proposals on wireless ATM� In Section � we analyze the �celli
cation� approach�

and 
nd that transporting ATM cells over the �air� leads to ine�cient resource utilization�

Then in Section �� we propose a new architecture and discuss the implementation issues for

some non�ATM air interface standards� Finally� we conclude the paper in Section ��
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� Integrated Wireless and Wireline Networks

Future communication networks that integrate wireless and wireline networks will employ

wireless media in the local environment in order to satisfy the demand for mobility and

tetherless access to network services and will also employ wireline networks to intercon�

nect wireless networks in order to provide a high speed backbone� An example of such an

integrated network is shown in Figure �

As in typical wireless systems� in Figure � the area to be covered is divided into �cells�

�di�erent from ATM cells�� In each cell is a base station that is connected with the wireline

network and the mobiles as shown in Figure � At any given time� a mobile belongs to exactly

one cell and is said to be associated with the base station in that cell� The base stations

communicate with the mobiles on the one hand and with other base stations through the

wireline networking infrastructure on the other� Therefore� the base station provides mobiles

with access to wireline hosts and mobiles located in other cells� Throughout this paper we

consider only the case where the wireline networking infrastructure is an ATM network�

Before proceeding further� we outline the necessary details of ATM networks and pertinent

factors relating to the wireless networking infrastructure�

switch

base station base station

cell Bcell A

obstacle

ATM
networks

ATM networks (backbone)

mobile

multimedia servers

handoff

handoff

Figure � An example of broadband wireless systems
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��� ATM Background

ATM is a high�speed� virtual circuit oriented� packet�switching technique that uses short�


xed�length packets called cells� A Virtual Circuit in ATM is a contract between the network

and the customer to deliver tra�c of speci
ed statistical characteristics to the destination

with a speci
ed QOS� which is typically de
ned in terms of limits on cell loss� cell delay�

and cell jitter� The architecture of ATM based B�ISDN consists of three layers� the physical

layer� the ATM layer� and the ATM adaptation layer �AAL� as shown in Figure � ����

ATM layer

Physical layer

Control plane Control plane

Higher layers

Plane m
anagem

ent
L

ayer m
anagem

ent

Management plane

Higher layers

ATM adaptaion layer (AAL)

Figure �� B�ISDN protocol reference model

The Physical Medium �PM� sublayer interfaces with the physical medium and at the

transmitter� transmits bits on the physical medium� At the receiver� the PM delivers the

recovered bit stream to the Transmission Convergence �TC� sublayer� At the transmitter

the TC sublayer inserts ATM cells �received from the ATM layer� into the bit stream to be

transmitted� Similarly� at the receiving end� the TC extracts ATM cells from the received

bit stream and delivers them to the ATM layer� The ATM layer performs multiplexing�

switching� and control functions based on the information contained in the ATM cell header�

The 
xed ���byte cell is the basic data unit processed at the ATM layer and consists of ��

byte header and ���byte payload for the user information� The ATM layer provides services

necessary for cell transmission with �agreed� QoS guarantees�

The ATM Adaptation Layer �AAL ���� provides an interface for higher layers to ac�

cess the ATM services� The AAL layer is subdivided into the Convergence Sublayer �CS�

and Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer �SAR�� The AAL handles Protocol Data Units

�PDUs� that could be either variable or 
xed in length �di�erent from the length of an ATM

cell�� Currently� AAL layers for constant bit rate �CBR� �AAL�� variable bit rate �VBR�
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�AAL����� and lightweight variable bit rate tra�c �AAL�� have been standardized� The

functions performed by the AAL layers depend on the application being supported� For

example� the functions to maintain the timing relationship between the source and the desti�

nation exist at the AAL layer for AAL to support CBR delay�sensitive applications� which�

however� need not be required at the AAL layer for AAL��� and AAL�� Additionally� the

CS sublayer for AAL��� and AAL� is further broken down into the Common Part �CP�

and the Service Speci
c parts �SS�� which are null for AAL� Throughout this paper we

will assume the presence of appropriate ATM signaling protocols and connection acceptance

procedures�

��� The Wireless Infrastructure

As discussed previously� the wireless part of the network consists of �cells� in each of which

a base station is present� The base station provides the functions that are needed to support

the communication requirements of the mobiles that belong to its cell� Base stations� in

cooperation with additional infrastructure� provide services required to support mobility�

i�e�� movement of a mobile from one cell to another� In addition� the base station provides

functions needed to support authentication services� power management features and other

miscellaneous functions� The above functions are implementation speci
c and since these

are not critical to our discussion we do not discuss them here�

For wireless networks that are designed to guarantee QoS requirements� the base station

initiates necessary connection acceptance procedures� Within a single cell� mobiles may

communicate with each other with or without the intervention of the base station� However�

information destined to�from other stations in the network must necessarily pass through

the base station� For example� if each cell is an independent IEEE ���� compatible LAN�

for intra�LAN communication� intervention of the base station �called an Access Point� is not

necessary� However� the access point will be required during the connection establishment

phase if adherence to QoS services is demanded� Since the base station typically understands

the protocols used in the wireline and the wireless parts of the integrated network� it performs

the necessary protocol translation functions�

The wireless channel capacity provided by wireless media is fundamental in broadband

wireless systems because some multimedia applications such as video are bandwidth con�

suming� Therefore� the physical layer has to be designed to be able to provide su�cient

bandwidth to satisfy multimedia applications� The wireless channels are often divided into

forward channel and reverse channel� The forward channel is used by the base station to

convey tra�c to the mobile users from the base station� and the reverse channel is shared
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by several mobile users for transmission� The use of the forward channel is controlled by the

base station� however� medium access protocol �MAC� is often needed for the reverse channel

to coordinate channel access among users� The MAC protocol must be able to guarantee

the bandwidth and QoS to multimedia applications while it is also e�cient to achieve high

utilization of the scarce radio resource�

��� Issues in Providing Broadband Services

In this subsection we discuss the challenges involved in providing broadband services to mo�

bile users� Clearly� the most important bottlenecks are �i� the limited transmission capacity

available and �ii� the poor quality of the wireless channels� Given the signi
cant di�erence

between the wireline and wireless communication channels� the most critical objective is

to design the wireless and the wireline networking infrastructures that are specially made

for their respective environments and that facilitate simple interconnection techniques to be

employed such that the interconnection devices can be very simple and would not become

the bottleneck�

To circumvent the problem of scarce wireless transmission capacity� increased spatial

multiplexing can be performed� Spatial multiplexing refers to the use of the same part of

the electro�magnetic spectrum in two di�erent cells that are su�ciently separated from each

other� Increased spatial multiplexing leads to increased capacity being available per user

while minimizing the power that must be transmitted by the mobiles� thus helping them

conserve valuable battery power� The current trend in wireless networking is to use small

size cells referred to as micro and pico cells� �The diameter of a micro cell is typically from

�� to ��� meters and that of a pico cell is usually no more than �� meters�� However� the

use of pico cells results in increased hand�o�s� as the frequency of the hand�o� is inversely

proportional to cell sizes� Therefore� if one can increase the utilization of radio resources�

larger�size cells can be used to decrease the hand�o� rate� With this in mind� we focus not

only on providing ATM�like services to the mobile user� but also maintaining a high level of

radio resource utilization by designing an appropriate interface between the �air� and ATM

networks�

Processing of hand�o�s requires substantial management and control e�ort from the net�

work� Clearly� the QoS requirements of a connection should be maintained �if possible� after

a hand�o�� During the time the hand�o� is accomplished� it is inevitable that the perfor�

mance experienced by the mobile is degraded� Therefore� from the mobile�s perspective� a

�Hand�o� refers to the phenomenon of the mobile associating with a new base station� which is necessitated
by the movement of the mobile from one cell to another�
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key objective is to complete the hand�o� procedures in the smallest time possible� At the

same time� ine�cient use of network resources has to be avoided� For this purpose� e�cient

routing of connections has to be maintained even after a hand�o��

Broadband services require that end�to�end QoS be maintained� QoS is typically ex�

pressed in terms of bounds on maximum delay� delay variation� and packet loss� Therefore�

in order to provide broadband services to mobile users� it is essential that support for QoS be

provided by the wireless part of the integrated network� Wireless communication channels

are broadcast in nature and� therefore� medium access control �MAC� protocols that can pro�

vide QoS guarantees� similar to those provided by the ATM network� need to be developed�

For example� in Ethernet LANs� the adopted MAC protocol� Carrier Sense Multiple Access

with Collision Detection �CSMA�CD�� cannot guarantee bounded delay� which is essential

for real�time applications� Recently� MAC protocols that provide support for QoS have been

developed for wireless environments� Examples of such protocols include that speci
ed by

the IEEE ���� working group ����

Given that wireless channels are unreliable and non�stationary� use of appropriate error

control techniques is a must� These error control techniques can impact the QoS experienced

by end�user applications� The error control schemes adopted for the air medium need to be

e�cient to satisfy the requirements of di�erent applications and also to adapt changing

wireless environments� Since di�erent applications have widely di�erent QoS� appropriate

error control techniques must be developed�

Finally� mobiles are tetherless devices and operate on battery power� It is therefore

imperative that the computational and processing burden placed on these devices be minimal

so that power can be conserved� In addition� since base stations interconnect high�speed

wireline networks to low speed wireless networks and they are likely to be the spot for

congestion� Hence� the design of the base station� and how it accomplishes the desired

functionality are critical in achieving the design objectives�

� Overview of Previous Work

In this section� we review some of the existing proposals for providing ATM�like services to

the wireless users �see Table �� A majority of the proposals suggest that the mobiles behave

just like wireline ATM hosts� and therefore it is the mobiles that are the termination points

for an ATM connection� Examples of systems that follow the above approach include those

presented in �������� ��� and ���� In this scenario� the base station performs the functions of

an ATM switch� Table  gives a brief summary of the above proposals� Figure � shows the
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Table � Summary of existing proposals for wireless ATM
Models Cell Size Air cell Error control MAC Reference

WATMnet� micro ������

n
�� ARQ TDMA ���������

RATM� pico �������� ARQ Slotted ALOHA ���
SWAN� pico �������� FEC� ARQ Dedicated channels ���

BAHAMA� micro �������� adaptive DQRUMA ������
PSTN�ATM� not speci
ed by the paper ��

� ATM connections end at mobile
� ATM connections end at base station

Air cell � header�ATM header�payload�trailer

��� indicates the value is not clari�ed by the paper

layered protocol structure of various network entities in such a network� In the following� we

examine how the various functionalities are accomplished in each of the above proposals�

BASE STATION

USER

user

PHY PHY

ATM Layer

PHY PHY

ATM Layer

wireless wirelesswireline

ATM Network

Cell Cell

user

USER

base station base station

ATM Cell

Air Packet

BASE STATION

Physical Layer

AAL Layer

Higher Layers

Physical Layer

AAL Layer

Higher Layers

ATM Layer ATM Layer

Figure �� Architecture of existing proposals for broadband wireless networks

Air Packet Format

In each of the above systems the format of an ATM cell used is slightly di�erent from that

used in the wireline network� Almost all approaches employ header compression to reduce

the header size and thereby increase the information transmission rate� For example� in

WATMnet� the ��byte ATM cell header is compressed to � bytes with � bits for VCI and �

bits for ATM controls�
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Error Control

Since ATM assumes the use of reliable physical media� no error control is performed by the

ATM layer� However� given the poor quality of the wireless channels� some form of error

control has to be provided� The proposals discussed above di�er widely in how error control

is accomplished� For instance� in WATMnet and RATM� each ATM cell is subdivided into

smaller units and any units received in error are recovered using an automatic repeat request

protocol� SWAN employs �� parity bits for forward error correction to each ATM cell and

employs selective repeat to recover cells that are received in error� BAHAMA employs a

multi�layer adaptive error control scheme based on FEC and ARQ� that is� the bit�level

FEC against random error at the physical layer� byte�level and packet�level FEC at the

data link layer� The byte�level FEC tries to correct the packet in error with some FEC

codes embedded in the packets� If the embedded codes do not su�ce to recover the original

packets� the packet�level FEC with an Automatic Repeat Request �ARQ�mechanism requires

the source to transmit some additional packets for reconstructing the erroneous packets�

Mobility Management

In WATMnet the end�to�end VC connection is split into static and dynamic segments for

mobility support� The static and the dynamic parts meet at special switches referred to as

Hand�O� Switches �HOS�� When hand�o� happens� only the dynamic segments need to be

reset by HOS� where a group of new dynamic segments are pre�established to connect the

original static segments� A similar approach is used in RATM where the HOS is referred to as

the Mobile Switching Point �MSP�� In SWAN� once a mobile moves from one cell to another�

the path of each active connection �that terminates at the mobile under consideration� is

extended by the addition of a hop from the previous base station to the new base station� The

�Homing Algorithm� used in BAHAMA is a similar procedure for supporting user mobility�

Medium Access Control

WATMnet employs separate uplink and downlinks� On the uplink� TDMA is employed and

broadcast is used on the downlink� RATM suggests that slotted ALOHA be used as the MAC

protocol� Since contention�based MAC protocols can not provide upper bounds on delay�

RATM fails to provide strict QoS guarantees� SWAN currently uses dedicated channels for

each mobile and therefore no procedures are needed to guarantee QoS on the wireless portion

of the network� BAHAMA employs Distributed Queuing Request Update Multiple Access

�DQRUMA� protocol in �� as the MAC protocol in each cell�
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Another proposal for interconnection between the base station and Public Switched Tele�

phone Networks �referred to as PSTN�ATM� was introduced in ��� Di�erent from the above

proposals� the ATM connection ends at the base station rather than at the mobile in this

proposal� Thus� the mobiles need not be aware of the existence of ATM so that the air

packet may be periodic with either 
xed or variable sizes� or it even may be aperiodic�

� How Large Should �Air� Packets Be�

The high bit error rates that are typical of wireless channels have often been used to justify

the use of small packet sizes in packet switched wireless networks� The above studies argue

that as the size of a packet increases� for a given bit error probability� the probability of it

being received in error increases as well� The justi
cation put forth for using small packet

sizes is sound under the assumption that no forward error correction is employed on the

wireless channel� FEC is a technique that increases the apparent reliability of the channel

by using error correcting codes to combat bit errors �due to channel imperfections� by adding

redundancy� henceforth parity bits� to information packets before they are transmitted� This

redundancy is used by the receiver to detect and correct errors�

Before we proceed with a discussion of the relevance of FEC� it is necessary to outline

preliminary details of the FEC procedure� Assume that the packets generated by the source

are k symbol� long and these packets are transformed to n symbol codewords by an �n� k�

linear block code with minimum distance dmin and redundancy r � n� k for error detection

and correction� A coder�decoder pair correct with minimum distance d can correct up to

t� � b�dmin � ���c symbol errors and detect all errors between t� and dmin � � If the
number of symbol errors exceed t� the decoder will either �i� declare �failure� or �ii� commit

an �error�� i�e�� decode the packet incorrectly ���� ���� Examples of error correcting block

codes include binary Bose� Chaudhri� and Hocquenghem �BCH� codes� �henceforth� we will

use BCH to refer to binary BCH codes�� and Reed Solomon �RS� codes �the most popular

non�binary BCH codes��

Consider a case where an �n� k� block code is being employed to correct up to t � t�

symbol errors� Assume that the symbol error probability is p and the events corresponding

to successive symbols being received in error are independent� De
ne b�t� n� p� �

�
n
t

�
pt��

p�n�t and let Sn�p be a binomial random variable with parameters n and p� i�e�� PfSn�p �

tg � b�t� n� p�� Denote by PE�p� n� t� the probability that any given packet is not decoded

�due to decoder failure� or decoded incorrectly� Since either decoder failure or decoder error

�Each symbol can take on one of m values and therefore each symbol contains log�m information bits�
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result in the number of symbol errors in a received codeword exceed t� we have�

PE�n� k� t� � �
tX

i��

�
n
i

�
pi�� p�ni�

� PfSn�p � tg� ��

Note that as t increases� the error probability for a packet decreases� Although the use

of Forward Error Correction �FEC� decreases the probability of a packet being received in

error� the increased number of parity symbols decrease the potential throughput that can be

achieved� Clearly� the relevance of a FEC scheme then depends on the ratio of the length of

the packet� k� to the length of the codeword� n� for a given error correction capability� It can

be argued that the error correction capability� t� of a �n� k� block code� where n � �m � 
exceeds n�k

c
� where c �  is a constant that depends on the coding�decoding scheme being

employed ���� For example� for binary BCH codes of length n � �m � � c � m and for RS

codes of all lengths c � ��

Let X denote the time required to transmit a codeword of length n� The maximum

throughput �henceforth� referred to as just throughput� measured as the rate of successfully

decoded packets times the number of symbols in each packet per unit time

�
k�� PE�p� n� t��

X
� ���

Clearly� the maximum throughput �normalized by channel transmission rate in symbols per

unit time� that can be obtained is

���p� n� t� �
k

n
�� PE�� ���

The above equation ��� can be solved to obtain the optimal error correction capability

t� that should be employed given codeword length and channel symbol error probability� In

general it is di�cult to obtain a closed�form expression for either the optimal error correction

capability� t�� or the maximum throughput� ��n� k� t��� Either can however be calculated

using numerical methods� In any case� it is interesting to consider the following asymptotic

results� �as np gets large� ���

t� � np �O�
p
np� and ���

��p� n� t�� � �� cp� � o��� ���

�In general� it is di�cult to estimate the exact decoder error and failure probabilities� However� upper
bounds are available in the literature for a number of special cases of interest ����� A useful approximation
	widely conjectured to be an upper bound
 for the undetected error probability of BCH codes is ���nk��

�It should be emphasized that the above results are valid for channels that are bursty as well in which
the error probability of successive symbols are not independent�





Even though we derived the above result under the assumption that the probability of

successive symbols being in error are independent� the above results can be shown to hold

true for other channels as well �for example� channels where errors happen in bursts��

The result of ��� can be intuitively explained as follows� The parity bits in a codeword

are wasted either �i� if the number of symbol errors are greater than the error correction

capability of the code being used or �ii� if the symbol errors are much fewer than the error

correction capability �since in this case fewer parity symbols would have su�ced�� As the

codeword size increases� the coe�cient of variance	 of the random number of symbol errors

decreases� Therefore� as n increases� fewer parity symbols are wasted� Further� since the

expected number of symbol errors in a codeword of size n are np� we should therefore provide

for a FEC scheme that can intuitively correct np symbol errors� The asymptotic results of

��� and ��� neglected the overhead due to the 
xed�size header that has to be appended to

each packet� Since the header can be assumed to be of a 
xed size� the overhead per bit

decreases as the packet size decreases� further emphasizing the need to employ large packet

size in order to increase e�ciency�

FEC alone can not guarantee error free delivery of packets and typically ARQ schemes

have to be employed to recover packets received in error if necessary� Since ARQ schemes rely

on retransmission of packets received in error� their use results in increased delays� However�

if the round trip delay is small �as is the case within a single cell�� the e�ect is minimal

if the number of retransmission attempts is kept reasonably small� It is demonstrated in

��� and ��� that �i� the choice of the ARQ protocol has little e�ect on the optimal error

correction capability and �ii� the asymptotic results presented above hold independent of the

ARQ protocol being used� Therefore� even when an ARQ protocol is being employed� the

largest possible codeword should be employed�

The above discussion assumed that maximizing throughput is the primary objective�

However� frequently throughput has to be optimized subject to constraints on maximum

delay� The most common constraint is one that ensures that no more than � fraction of

the packets su�ers delay exceeding d�� The above constraint places an upper bound on

the number of retransmissions that are allowed and therefore an upper bound on the loss

probability that can be tolerated for each attempt� Once again� larger codeword sizes are

recommended in this case since they o�er the advantage of requiring the smallest overhead

�that includes both the parity bits due to FEC and packet header� given a target codeword

error probability�

�Coe�cient of variance of a random variable is de�ned as the ratio of the variance to the square of the
mean�

�Note that �  � implies unbounded d since no error recovery protocol can guarantee �nite delays�
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From the above arguments� it can be concluded that in wireless networks� the largest

possible codeword size for an application should be used� The exact size of the codeword to

be used would depend on the application under consideration� For instance� if the application

is packet voice� the packetization delay increases with an increase in codeword size� Since

for packet voice maximum end�to�end delay has to be bounded� the maximum size of the

codeword is limited� For example� for packet voice with a peak rate of �� Kbps� and maximum

packetization delay of � msec the maximum packet size �with the FEC bits� possible is ��

bytes� However� if the application is video with a peak rate of  Mbps� the maximum

packet size is ��� bytes for a maximum allowable packetization delay of � msec� Choosing

a large codeword size increases the coder�decoder complexity and issues related to their

implementation are likely to limit the maximum size of the codeword used�

� The Proposed Architecture
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Figure �� Peer�to�peer connections between mobile and base station

Before we proceed with a discussion of the proposed architecture� it is instructive to consider

the choices available for accomplishing the required functions� With the peer�to�peer connec�

tion approach� which requires the same protocol to be operated by the corresponding peer

layers in connection at the sender and receiver� there are three types of connections between

the mobile and the base station according to the connected�layer as shown in Figure ��

� ATM�to�ATM� The ATM�to�ATM layer connection is equivalent to the approach of

transporting ATM cells over the air medium� which has been analyzed in Section ��

�� AAL�to�AAL� In this approach users access the ATM services through the AAL inter�

face for multimedia applications and the air packet can be longer than the ATM cell to

achieve high resource utilization� However� with this mode� a long CS�PDU needs to

be segmented at the mobile for transmission over the air medium� At the base station�

these segments have to be reassembled into the CS�PDU which needs to be segmented

again into SAR�PDUs at the SAR sublayer as shown in Figure ��a�
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�� Higher�to�Higher layers� The Higher�to�Higher layer connection �e�g�� TCP� makes the

ATM layer completely transparent to the users so that the ATM capabilities such as

QoS guarantees cannot be exploited by higher�layer applications�
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Figure �� Data conversion for AAL connection between mobile and base station

Given that all peer�to�peer approaches su�er from severe problems and are unable to

utilize the wireless network better� we propose that a non peer�to�peer approach shown in

Figure ��b be adopted� The proposed architecture for interconnecting wireless LANs and

ATM distributes the SAR sublayer of the AAL layer between the mobile and the access point

�AP� such as the base station
 as shown in Figure �� The portions of the SAR sublayer at

the mobile and the AP are referred to as the SAR� and SAR�� respectively� Further�

an intermediate sublayer� MAC� sublayer� is inserted between the SAR� and the SAR�

sublayers� Observe that the integration of the protocol stacks at the mobile unit and the AP

�linked through the wireless channel� forms the complete protocol stack of a conventional

ATM terminal� The MAC� sublayer� as shown in Figure �� consists of a MAC sublayer to

arbitrate access to the wireless channel and an application speci
c error control sublayer�

The error control sublayer may be omitted in cases where the MAC� sublayer provides

the desired level of reliability� The MAC� sublayer is a key component of the proposed

architecture and is designed such that the splitting of the SAR is transparent to the mobile

and the base station� This requires the MAC� sublayer to be able to provide negotiable and

bounded QoS to satisfy di�erent applications�

�Henceforth� we use Access Point 	AP
 instead of base station
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The SAR� sublayer �at the mobile� accepts CS�PDUs from the CS sublayer and frag�

ments them into MAC�PDUs �the MAC�PDUs in IEEE ���� have a maximum length of

��� bytes�� Further� it also reassembles the received MAC�PDUs into CS�PDUs and passes

them to the CS sublayer� Similarly� the SAR� sublayer �at the AP� fragments the received

MAC�PDUs into ATM cells and forwards them to the wireline network� Further� the SAR�

sublayer reassembles ATM cells it receives �to be forwarded to a mobile host� into MAC�

PDUs and transmits them on the wireless channel� In order to simplify the fragmentation

and the reassembly of long MAC�PDUs �i�e�� � the ATM cell payload� into ATM cells� only

MAC�PDUs with payloads necessary to 
ll up an integer number of ATM cells are allowed�

The error control sublayer provides application speci
c error control procedures� The

MAC sublayer arbitrates access to a �broadcast� wireless channel� These sublayers are dis�

cussed in detail in the following sections�
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Figure �� Protocol stack for the proposed architecture

A key feature of the proposed architecture is that the mobile is isolated from the ATM

network� This removes the constraints imposed by �celli
cation� on the air packet� Note that

in the proposed architecture the functions of the SAR sublayer are split between the SAR�

and the SAR� sublayers� This permits MAC�PDUs with both small sized payloads �e�g��

���n bytes� n � � �� ���� and large sized payloads �which could be as large as ��� bytes

in ����� for example� to be exchanged over the wireless medium� but only MAC�PDUs

smaller than or equal to the ATM payload are allowable in the celli
cation architecture�

Therefore� the proposed architecture can 	exibly determine the MAC�PDU size according

to the application requirement and the adopted error control scheme�

Both �celli
cation��based and the proposed architectures can provide ATM�like services

to the mobile through the AAL interface� However� no ATM layer is needed at the mobile

with the proposed architecture which allows a simpler mobile structure than that based on
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the celli
cation architecture� This feature of the proposed architecture is helpful to reduce

the computational and processing burden operated by the mobile to save the battery power�

With the proposed architecture� the functions for hand�o� support can be provided by AP

and no changes to existing ATM protocols are required because the ATM connection ends at

the base station� This provides 	exibility in designing hand�o� support schemes and permits

the proposed architecture to co�exist with the existing ATM products� which are prototyped

according to the current ATM standards� Further� each mobile in the proposed architecture

does not have to be assigned an ATM address since the mobile is no longer an ATM terminal�

The ATM address of an AP can be shared by the mobiles supported by it� saving valuable

ATM network address space�

We now present how the proposed architecture can be implemented on existing standards

for the air interface and MAC layer protocols such as the IEEE ���� �a draft for WLAN

MAC and physical layer standard� and IS��� �a U�S� digital cellular standard��

��� IEEE ������

IEEE ���� is a standard for wireless LAN being developed by the IEEE ���� working

group� The basic access method in the IEEE ���� MAC protocol is the Distributed Coor�

dination Function �DCF�� which is best described as the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with

Collision Avoidance �CSMA�CA�� This method can be used to support asynchronous data

transmission and in an ATM environment suitable for use by adaptation layers AAL��� and

AAL��

In addition to the DCF� the IEEE ���� also incorporates an alternative access method

called Point Coordination Function �PCF� � an access method that is similar to �polling�

and uses a point coordinator to determine which station has the right to transmit� This

service is designed to support bounded delays and delay variance� and is therefore suitable

for use by AAL� �Readers should refer to ��� for details of how the PCF can be used to

guarantee QoS��

The ���� MAC protocol can be used as the MAC layer protocol in the proposed archi�

tecture over a variety of �����speci
c physical layers as shown in Figure �� The physical

layers can be ��� GHz Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum �FHSS�� ��� GHz Direct Se�

quence Spread Spectrum �DSSS� and ��� � ��� nanometer Infrared �IR�� The maximum
channel data rate provided by ���� is ��� Mbits�s� In this implementation� the AP func�

tions as the Point Coordinator for the PCF service� and the error control at the top of the

MAC layer proposed by the architecture can be omitted� This is because the ���� MAC

layer uses immediate positive acknowledgment where retransmission is scheduled by the
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Figure �� Implementation of ���� in the proposed architecture

sender if no acknowledgment is received for the DCF service� and the PCF service operates

on the base of DCF�

As shown in Figure �� when the mobile is sending data� the data enter the CS sublayer�

via the AAL service access point �AAL�SAP� and are then encapsulated into CS�PDUs�� At

the SAR� sublayer� CS�PDUs are segmented into SAR� PDUs by adding SAR� headers�

The SAR� header is used by the peer entity at the AP to learn the sequence of the SAR��

PDUs and the end of a CS�PDU� Note that the size of the SAR��PDU cannot be longer

than the maximum payload of the ���� MAC PDU� i�e�� ��� bytes� The SAR��PDUs

go down to the ���� MAC layer and are encapsulated into ���� MAC PDUs� which are

then transmitted to the peer entity at the the AP by the MAC layer� Which service� DCF

or PCF� is used for transmission depends on the QoS requirement of applications�
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Figure �� Data conversion between mobile and AP

At the AP �i�e�� receiver� as shown in Figure �� the MAC layer retrieves the MAC payloads

from the correctly received MAC�PDUs and passes them �i�e�� SAR��PDUs� up to the SAR�

	The CS sublayer for AAL��� and AAL� is further divided into Common Part CS and Service Speci�c
CS which� however� are ignored here for simplicity�


The maximum length of CS�PDUs for AAL��� and AAL� is ������ bytes ����
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sublayer� Note that the SAR��PDUs are not reassembled into CS�PDUs at the SAR�

sublayer to avoid the overhead introduced by segmentation�reassembly�segmentation upon

the same CS�PDU� Instead� the SAR� sublayer directly forms SAR�PDUs with the payload

of the received SAR��PDU if the payload is not smaller than �� bytes for AAL�� for example�

or if the received SAR��PDU indicates the end of the CS�PDU� otherwise� the SAR� sublayer

needs to collect enough SAR��PDUs to 
ll a SAR�PDU payload� The SAR�PDUs go down

to the ATM layer via the ATM SAP and then are put into ATM cells� which are then

transmitted through wireline ATM networks to the destination�

Similarly� when AP is the sender� the SAR� sublayer forms SAR��PDUs with the pay�

loads of the ATM cells received from the wireline network� and then passes the SAR��PDUs

to the MAC layer� which transmits them to the peer entity at the mobile through the

wireless channel� The SAR� sublayer at the mobile reassembles the SAR��PDUs received

from the MAC layer into CS�PDUs� and the CS�PDUs will be passed up to higher layers�

To simplify the conversion between the payloads of the SAR��PDU and SAR�PDU� only

SAR��PDUs with payloads necessary to 
ll up an integer number of SAR�PDUs are al�

lowed� For example� the payload of SAR��PDU has to be m � �� bytes for AAL�� where
m � ��� ��� ��� � �� �� ����

In the case where two mobile terminals communicate with each other without the AP�s

coordination� the data conversion is illustrated in Figure �� Observe that no ATM layer

operation is involved in this case�
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��� IS���

IS��� ���� is a digital cellular standard based on Code Division Multiple Access �CDMA��

This standard was designed by the U�S� Telecommunications Industry Association �TIA� to
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be compatible with the existing U�S� analog cellular system �AMPS� frequency band� IS���

uses ��� � ��� MHz band for the reverse link and ��� � ��� MHz for the forward link� and each

channel occupies ��� MHz� It can provide maximum user data rates of ��� kb�s and ���

kb�s with di�erent code rates� The user data rate can be changed in real�time� depending on

the voice activity and requirement in the network� The reverse CDMA channel consists of

access channels and reverse tra�c channels� The access channel is used by the mobile unit

to initiate communication with the AP and to respond to the page channel messages �����
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Figure �� Implementation of IS��� in the proposed architecture

Figure � illustrates how an IS����based cellular network can be used to provide ATM�like

services to mobile users� The support of data applications at the SAR� and SAR� sublayers

with IS��� is similar to that for ���� described above� In the following� we present a brief

discussion about the support of constant bit rate �CBR� applications�

IS��� provides hierarchical user data rates at ����� ����� ���� or ��� bps and ������

����� ���� and ��� bps with di�erent code rates� This can support CBR applications with

AAL� As shown in Figure � when the mobile constantly sends data to the AP� the data

enters the CS sublayer via the AAL�SAP at a constant rate� and they are used to form

CS�PDUs� The maximum length of the CS�PDU for AAL is �� bytes so that the SAR�

sublayer at the mobile normally does not segment the CS�PDUs if the channel status is good

enough for transmission of such long packets� In this case� the SAR��PDU header can be

omitted for non�error�sensitive applications such as voice transmission to save bandwidth as

shown in Figure � The CS�PDU is then passed down to the IS��� layer to be transmitted to

the peer entity at the base station� The SAR� sublayer at the AP encapsulates the packets

received from the IS��� layer to SAR�PDUs� and then passes the SAR�PDUs to the ATM

layer to form ATM cells� The reverse procedure takes place when the AP sends data to the

mobile�

One major problem for voice transmission over ATM is the �cell payload assembly delay��

which is the amount of time needed to collect enough data to 
ll a cell� This will a�ect the
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QoS of some real�time applications such as voice transmission� For example� the time to

collect �� bytes �the user information payload of an ATM cell for AAL� at the user data

rate of ��� kbps is around �� msec� Although this time can be reduced by sending cells

that are only partially full by adding dummy bytes �refer to ���� for detail�� transmitting

the added dummy bytes will waste radio bandwidth� Therefore� the SAR� sublayer at the

mobile needs to be able to 
lter the padding in AAL CS�PDUs before passing them to the

IS��� layer for transmission as shown in Figure � Meanwhile� the SAR� sublayer at the

AP needs to re�pad the received SAR��PDU to �� bytes before forming SAR�PDUs� and

vice versa�
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A major advantage of this implementation is hand�o� support capability provided by

CDMA�based IS���� which is desirable in PCS� However� the maximum user data rates

provided by IS��� cannot satisfy some applications such as video transmission�

� Conclusion

This paper 
rst discussed some important issues of providing the ATM�like services to the

mobile devices and introduced some existing proposals for wireless ATM� most of which

are based on the �celli
cation over air� approach� Then the paper presented the analysis

of �celli
cation over air� and found that transporting �small� ATM cells over wireless net�

works leads to ine�cient utilization of the wireless channel capacity� Finally� we proposed

a new architecture that gives 	exibility to the designer of the wireless system to keep re�

source utilization as high as possible� With this architecture� the ATM layer is transparent

to the mobiles� but they can still exploit the ATM capabilities to support multimedia appli�

cations� This is accomplished by splitting the SAR sublayer to the mobile and the AP� The
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implementations for some non�ATM air interface standards have been discussed�
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